PIAA District III M&T Bank Girls Team Tennis Championship

Class AAA Quarterfinals Results

#8 Hershey 4, #1 Spring Grove 0

#1 Singles: Christina Kreamer H vs Haley Staub 6-3, 4-3 DNF
#2 Singles: MacKenzie Klinger H def. Emma Hoffnagle 6-4, 6-1
#3 Singles: Saira Kothari H def. Michaela Taylor 6-4, 6-2
#1 Doubles: Megan Lewis/Michelle Cui H def. Amanda Craver/Miranda Markle 6-4, 6-1
#2 Doubles: Nadia Mulder/Sarah Shahriar H def. Kiah Morrison/Amber Walter 6-4, 6-0

#5 Exeter Twp. 3, #4 Dallastown 0

#1 Singles: Ali Snyder E def. Emily Kistler 6-0, 6-1
#2 Singles: Sammi Snyder E def. Haley Brown 6-0, 6-0
#3 Singles: Corinne Grohoski E def. Angela Friedrich 6-4, 6-1
#1 Doubles: Libby Timura/Sai Kurapati E vs Christie Friedrich/Artika Saharan 7-6(5), 5-4 DNF
#2 Doubles: Rayne Ruoff/Elizabeth Kennedy E vs Abby Barnhart/Nicole Ziegler 6-4, 4-6, 2-1 DNF

#3 Cumberland Valley 4, #6 Central Dauphin 1

#1 Singles: Sydney Banach CV def. Julia Sternberg 6-2, 6-1
#2 Singles: Catherine Miller CV def. Lauren McNair 7-6(1), 6-0
#3 Singles: Rachel Sternberg CD def. Maizie Ober 6-2, 6-2
#1 Doubles: Vinisha Reddy/Chloe Gouse CV def. Valerie Shreffler/Caroline Rubin 7-5, 6-1
#2 Doubles: Elizabeth Marin/Evelyn Marin CV def. Amanda Neidig/Emily McGraw 6-0, 6-3

#2 Manheim Twp. 3, #7 Manheim Central 0

#1 Singles: Emily Mann MT def. Sophie Iosne 6-1, 6-4
#2 Singles: Emily Murphy MT vs Jessy Miller 6-4, 3-2 DNF
#3 Singles: Kelli Barber MC vs Doris Simic 6-3, 4-3 DNF
#1 Doubles: Addy Deery/Katie Corey MT def. Sarah Painter/Heather Kulp 6-1, 6-2
#2 Doubles: Elizabeth Brown/Carolyn Mann MT def. Cassidy Fischer/Maranda Moyer 6-0, 6-0